Condeco Wayfinder
Smart directory software that
displays meeting room information

CONDECO
WAYFINDER
The Condeco Wayfinder shows
staff and visitors a directory listing
of selected meetings and rooms
throughout the day, including the
host name and meeting times. This
can be displayed on your choice
of hardware, on any web enabled
screen. The Wayfinder is incredibly
simple to manage and features easy
to read display information and
directions to your meeting room.

KEY FEATURES

ENTIRELY WEB-BASED

EASY-TO-USE

This versatile solution can be displayed on any number of screens, in
different sizes and resolutions. Administrators can access the product via the
web without any need of specific software installation.

The administrative user interface has been designed to be easy-to-use
without the need for technical knowledge or significant training.

CUSTOMISABLE
Condeco Wayfinder can be customised to your preference. You can change
the content, column sizes, data types, direction arrows, availability, meeting
time parameters on a per profile basis. Wayfinder also allows companies to
customise the user interface with their own branding and additionally, the
module can be incorporated with customers existing digital signage for a
multimedia display.

DISPLAYS DIRECTIONS
Each profile can have direction arrows added through the administrative
interface which allows any specified meetings or rooms to provide a
directional arrow to the location of the room. This helps to guide your
visitors and meeting attendees to identify the correct meeting room quickly
and gives them a hassle free experience in your workplace.

QUICK IMPLEMENTATION
Condeco Wayfinder can be added with ease to an
existing or new Condeco Enterprise implementation.
Our skilled Condeco engineers will install and
configure your Condeco Wayfinder upon the
installation of Condeco Enterprise. All you need to
start showing information is a screen connected to
the Condeco server over the network or internet, and
ability to display a Chrome browser.

CREATE MULTIPLE DISPLAYS
The display screen allows system administrators to
create multiple displays using ‘Profiles’. The Profiles
feature lets you create as many different sets of
rooms as you desire and allows you to set up different
displays, in different locations like the reception and
the hallway.

UNIQUE URLS
Each profile has a unique URL which can be used to
display the Condeco Wayfinder page using a PC web
browser connected to a display screen. Compatible
Smart TVs can also be connected.

ABOUT CONDECO
Learn more about the full range of Condeco
meeting room and desk booking solutions at
www.condecosoftware.co.uk

For businesses today, growth at scale depends on total management of
the workplace environment. We are the leading provider of integrated
workspace technology solutions. Condeco provides the insight and
technology you need to adapt quickly, and the products to transform
workplaces and work-life capabilities, so you can engage effortlessly
across global locations, and make the most of tomorrow.
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